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Executive Summary
Application & network security isn’t always about technology. Radware recognizes that even with the best protection 
devices, a knowledgeable staff, and the addition of internal policies – emergency situations can arise. That’s why we 
established the Emergency Response Team (ERT) to provide crucial assistance for companies under attack, usually in their 
most needy and stressful moments.

Within the year that it’s been established, the ERT has already handled more than fifty emergency cases in which 
customers were under complex DoS attacks. Usually these cases required both an expert “human touch” together with the 
right technology to mitigate the attack. 

Some of these cases were of attacks on highly visible companies including large eCommerce sites, major online 
businesses, government agencies, financial institutions, banking and insurance, large enterprise data centers and mobile 
and landline service providers.

This Security Incidents Report shares select cases from some of our most recent multi-layer attack threats– providing the 
stories behind the attacks. These detailed “war stories” provide a how-they-did-it description of the attack tools.  

About Radware Emergency Response Team 
Radware’s Emergency Response Team (ERT) is always on the front lines, successfully fighting against the most quickly 
emerging DoS threats with advanced technology and a unique dedicated emergency response team. It handles attack 
cases and performs constant application vulnerability research.

The (ERT) provides 24x7 security expert services for hands-on attack mitigation assistance vice for companies facing a 
denial-of-service (DoS) attack or a malware outbreak. The ERT provides instantaneous, expert security assistance in order 
to restore network and service operational status. The ERT is staffed by experts that have vast knowledge and experience 
with network threats, their detection and mitigation, and in-depth experience of the network and security products. In 
addition, the ERT takes learning from each customer engagement and simulates the same scenario internally for further 
analysis and proactive implementation of defense techniques for other customers that may face a similar security threat.

Every customer case that gets for ERT resolution is documented for internal reference and future trend analysis. 

Attackers Deploy Multi Vulnerability Attack Campaigns
Throughout 2010 and 2011 the ERT has noticed a new trend – attackers that employ multi-vulnerability attacks campaigns 
which target the application infrastructure in several layers: the network layer, the server layer and the application layer. 

Attackers are aware that even when their targets deploy network security tools – they are based on non-integrative point 
solutions and hence there are blind spot among them. Running multiple attack vectors that aim for multiple vulnerabilities 
of the victim IT infrastructure can be highly destructive, as even if only one of the attack vectors infiltrates – the business 
is severely damaged.

Previously we have seen companies attacked by one or two attack vectors. But towards the end of 2010 we started to see 
companies attacked with several attack vectors in parallel. For example, an eCommerce company was targeted with UDP 
flood attack (consuming network bandwidth resource), SYN flood and connection flood attacks (overloading server TCP/IP 
stack resources) and HTTP flood attack and Slowloris (web application resource overload). 

http://www.radware.com/Customer/SecurityZone/ERT.aspx
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We have witnessed additional similar attack campaigns targeting government agencies, gaming and gambling as well 
as financial institutions. Following the initial cases in 2010, more than 70% of our customers that opened ERT cases 
throughout the first half of 2011 were eventually hit with at least three different attack vectors in parallel. During each 
of these campaigns, the ERT instructed the companies, either in advance or in real time, how to effectively improve their 
security posture to fully mitigate the attacks and safeguard their critical applications. 

Anonymous attack against a European government website 
The international Internet hacktivist collective known as Anonymous launched a multi-vulnerability attack campaign against 
several government sites – all in the same European country. In that country thousands of sites with content that is 
considered sensitive are already blocked for residents’ access. The government was planning to implement additional 
filters on Internet browsing under the pretense of protecting the youth from “harmful elements on the web”. Critics argued 
that the filter will lead to wide-spread censorship.

Figure 1: A poster directing the Anonymous group supporters when and who to attack.
Note the instructions to avoid source tracking so attackers will not be discovered and prosecuted.

 

Providing advanced notice, the Anonymous group launched attacks against main government sites, to protest against the 
planned censorship.

The Anonymous cyber attacks against the European government consisted of DDoS attacks using a coordinated tool called 
Low Orbit Ion Canons (LOICs). They led a multi-vulnerability attack campaign against each of the targets in an attempt to 
make computer resource unavailable to its intended user. The following attack vectors where used:

•	 HTTP	Get	flood	attack,	targeting	the	web	application	resources.	They	further	modified	the	target	URL	during	the	attack.
•	 TCP	connection	flood	on	port	80	targeting	the	web	application	resources
•	 SYN	flood	attack,	targeting	the	server	TCP/IP	stack
•	 UDP	flood	attack,	targeting	network	bandwidth	resources

Attack bandwidth reached over 1Gbps of traffic and above 3,000,000 concurrent sessions.
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Attack against a financial institution in Asia
A major financial institution in Asia was attacked for several days, resulting in financial services and trading disruption for 
several hours. In this case the ERT was contacted soon after the attacks started and the service had been disrupted. The 
local Radware office shipped an attack mitigation device to its site with the ERT configuring security policies remotely. This 
resulted in immediate remediation of the critical applications and since then no service disruption occurred in spite of 
multiple attacks that continued to bombard the site.

Reviewing the attack logs collected from the attack mitigation device we shipped  proved that attackers were conducting a 
multi-vulnerability attack campaign against the financial institutions’ critical applications involving the following attack vectors:

•	 UDP	flood	attack	–	targeting	the	networking	equipment	resources
•	 SYN	flood	attack	–	consuming	TCP	stack	resources
•	 TCP	connection	flood	attack	-	consuming	TCP	stack	resources
•	 HTTP-GET	flood	attack	–	consuming	web	application	resources

Safeguarding against these types of attacks may not be a common practice for IT security staff that are not familiar 
or experienced with them. Deploying only point security solutions does not equip the security staff with the skills and 
knowledge necessary to overcome coverage limitations of their perimeter security architecture.

Attack against an online gambling site
Online gambling sites are attacked frequently by financially motivated attackers and activists. This case is about an online 
gambling site in Europe providing sports betting and online casino. The interesting part was the attack characteristics:

•	 Attackers	toggled	between	two	vectors:	SYN	flood	attack	and	HTTP	page	flood	attacks;
•	 Number	of	attackers	was	high	–	more	than	5,000	sources	launched	the	attacks;
•	 Use	of	application	layer	evasion	techniques:	
	 	 -	 attackers	used	a	mix	of	HTTP	1.0	and	HTTP	1.1;	
	 	 -	 attacking	several	URLs	while	changing	the	URL	pool	in	every	attack	campaign;
  - attackers used non-static cookie header and later static cookie header.
•	 Attack	volume	grew	up	every	round,	exceeding	10	times	the	normal	traffic	bandwidth	by	the	last	round.

Although the expected attack impact would be exhaustion of Web server resources, the service disruption resulted due to 
the firewalls becoming the unhealthy node. 

Slow Rate Attacks Remain a Threat
Low	and	slow	DoS	attacks	gain	little	attention	in	the	security	forums;	however	it	is	a	significant	threat	to	online	
businesses. Attackers manage to cause systems to halt with a relatively low volume and low number of connections by 
taking advantages of web server implementation weaknesses. Slowloris attack tool were introduced in 2009, other tools 
spiked in 2010.

During the protests that erupted in the wake of the 2009 Iranian presidential election, Slowloris arose as the prominent 
tool used to DDoS sites run by the Iranian government. The belief was that using a traditional style of DDoS would affect 
internet access for the government and protesters equally, due to the significant bandwidth they can use. The Slowloris 
attack was chosen instead, because of its high impact and relatively low bandwidth.

Since 2009 the ERT has seen targeted application DoS attacks used in parallel to volumetric DDoS attacks – mainly as part 
of multi-vulnerability attack campaigns. The low and slow DoS attacks remain a threat and new tools are being constantly 
introduced – attackers are well aware they can run “stealth mode” attacks and yet create an impact on system health.
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Slow Rate Attack against Gambling Site
In 2011 we were witness to a slow DoS attack on a large gambling site in Europe using a new technique: Slow HTTP Post 
attack. The attack technique is to upload a huge payload to the site under attack by sending it byte-by-byte. This technique 
forces connections to stay open almost forever in scale of web applications. The attacker opens a series of slow HTTP 
Post connections until the web server resources are exhausted. The first public tool to prove this was R.U.D.Y. (Are You 
Dead Yet), and later on other DoS tools included this attack. 

The figure below shows the user interface of such slow HTTP Post attack tool.

Figure 2: a screen capture of slow HTTP attack tool 

Attackers are Moving to the Application Layer
Volumetric DDoS attacks originally were about flooding victim sites with irrelevant network traffic. Typical DDoS flood attack 
techniques involved spoofed attacks and usage of various TCP flags. During the past few years the ERT has seen an 
increase in L7 DDoS attacks (mainly HTTP page flood attacks and DNS flood attacks). In some of the cases the attacks 
are pure L7 attacks. Defending against L7 DDoS attacks is much tougher: application transactions look legitimate and are 
generated by real IP addresses and machines – it’s the users that are not real.

Anonymous attack against financial services business
An international online financial services business had been attacked by the Anonymous group, in order to deny its 
services. The first attack round was conducted with the Low Orbit ion Canon (LOIC) attack tool generating network flood 
attacks (TCP floods and UDP floods) and application flood attacks (HTTP GET floods). LOIC has been used for some time 
as a default attack tool by the members of the Anonymous group,although over time its efficacy has been reduced because 
security vendors have added specific countermeasures into their default protection profiles. 
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The second attack round was structured completely different: the Anonymous group instructed its fans to use another tool 
to generate a simple HTTP flood mostly or even solely HTTP “GET /”. They attacked several servers in different locations, 
being aware the business is providing services using several data centers.

Anonymous attack against a European government website with mobile LOIC
The international Internet hacktivist collective known as Anonymous launched cyber attacks against the Ministry of Interior 
(MOI) in order to interrupt the process of publishing the elections results. 

The Anonymous group used a relatively new tool called Mobile LOIC - the mobile version of Anonymous primary tool, LOIC. 
It is a browser based application that does not require installation and can be used in smart-phones (hence the name).This 
tool generates HTTP GET Request flood attack with a very simple GUI as shown in figure 2. 

Figure 3: a screen capture of MLIC attack tool that generated HTTP Get flood attacks

Although the attack was carried out by thousands of users (attackers) using their real IP address, it was unsuccessful. 

Critical Infrastructure is a DNS Target
In many cases the attackers’ motivation remains unclear to us, such as in the scenario of attack increases against carrier 
and service provider data centers. An attack on the DNS service is considered as attack on Critical Infrastructure (CI) – 
disrupting the DNS service results in all other internet based service halt. Securing DNS service requires rethinking on 
perimeter security with dedicated tools to identify new breed of attacks on DNS service based on L7 information analysis in 
parallel to rate based and rate-invariant detection.

DNS is a carrier and service provider critical infrastructure: every web transaction involves a DNS query for name to IP 
address resolution prior to accessing the requested web site. Degrading or even shutting down the DNS service of a 
service provider has an immediate impact on Internet based service.

DNS attacks on a large service provider in Asia
A large service provider in Asia was attacked with DNS floods aiming to shut down Internet access and hosting service. 
The DNS attack is a volumetric flood of DNS over UDP arriving from multiple sources – a Distributed denial-of-service attack 
generated by a Botnet.
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DNS service is typically carried over UDP (it is possible to switch users to run DNS queries over TCP, however not all 
implementations support it) thus making it vulnerable to volumetric attacks. The attacker has generated DNS requests from 
multiple spoofed source IP addresses. The DNS servers have no choice but to accept and process every request – resulting 
with DNS servers overload. This allows the attacker to generate an attack form a surprisingly small amount of hosts.

Another large service provider in Asia was attacked with DNS floods aiming to shut down Internet access and hosting 
service. The service provider is one of the primary Top Level Domain (TLD) holder of its country, with DNS infrastructure 
designed to handle large volume of DNS traffic – more than 100,000 Query Per Second (QPS).

When performing a DNS query for which the DNS server has no resolution, it will redirect the query to another server. If 
the user sends a DNS query with Recursive flag turned on, it forces the DNS server to perform the name resolution itself 
(rather than redirecting the user to another DNS server) and returns the sender the resolution directly. Both options are 
supported and normal. 

The attackers were running a volumetric DNS Recursive attack, making sure they slightly changed the requested domain 
name in every DNS query so that the DNS server would not be able to cache the results. This attack is known as DNS 
Recursive Attack. 

Figure 3: diagram describing DNS recursive flood attack 
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This attack case shows the increasing sophistication level of attackers. Attackers take into account that service providers 
treat their DNS subsystems as critical infrastructure with sufficient query processing capacity and network security 
measure. Thus they have increased the attack impact by using an inherent feature of DNS system – against the system.

3G Networks are Easy Targets for Cybercrime (Network Scanning)
Mobile operators and mobile security vendors are involved in a long discussion how to secure 3G mobile data networks. 
However, very few attacks have targeted the mobile operators resulting in lack of security investment in the area.

The attack on the mobile operator described in this report shows how vulnerable mobile networks are – due to the non-
trusted integration of data networks and radio core networks. The example described in this report shows that a volumetric 
network scanning attack (which could indicate battery draining attack) caused the operator to completely disconnect 
several regions from the 3G service layer. We believe that both the attackers and the operator were unaware of this 
vulnerability and the possibility for such attack impact.

Cellular carrier 3G service disruption
A large cellular carrier in Europe suffered from service disruption to its 3G mobile customers. The carrier was attacked 
with massive horizontal TCP scanning activity. Network scanning is a procedure for identifying active hosts on a network, 
typically for the purpose of attacking them. 

Usually network scanning activity does not interrupt the service availability, but in the case of this cellular carrier, 
it suffered from massive scanning activity reaching more than 1,000,000 packet-per-seconds, consuming 1-2Gbps 
bandwidth. The network scan attack created a denial-of-service impact due to the nature of 3G network architecture.

3G networks are centrally designed by nature, responsible of keeping track of every step of the end-user to support 
roaming, billing and various QoS features. When the scan reached the SGSN gateway it in turn transmitted requests 
for online users directly up to the air, flooding this medium with traffic. But the main devastation came from standby 
users (offline or roaming users). When the SGSN couldn’t track them, it sent numerous paging massages via the Radio 
Controllers (RC). The RCs couldn’t handle this amount of massages, resulting with termination of this interface – and 
hence mobile users could not access data services throughout the attack period.

Figure 4: network scan attack impacts the radio network controllers (RNC) 

Although 3G data services are not considered as critical infrastructure, the result of a massive network scanning attack 
was devastating: regional RCs were shut down with the rest of their users unable to access 3G services.
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Conclusion and Recommendations

Need for complementary mitigation technologies
Mitigating today’s network and application attacks can no longer rely on traditional network security protection tools. Vendors 
offer IPS solutions or DoS mitigation solutions – all are point solutions that rely on a deterministic approach (signature 
detection) or statistical approach (rate based). Fighting emerging network threats requires adopting a holistic approach that 
combines traditional security tools with network behavioral analysis tools – to combat application layer attacks in order to 
detect abnormal application activity and mitigate the artificial users that pose high risk to the service integrity.

Radware’s ERT recommends the following:
•	 Invest	in	education:	make	sure	your	users	understand	the	scope	on	cybercrime	and	risk	of	cyber	attacks.	Educate	 
 your users to avoid downloading software as in many cases they download unwanted malware to the network.
•	 Keep	tracking	logs	and	events	to	identify	new	patterns	that	may	indicate	your	business	is	like	to	be	attacked.
•	Make	use	of	advanced	alerts	based	on	correlated	information.	You	have	plenty	of	information	hidden	in	the	flood	of	 
 security events and logs your SIEM collects. It is you who should set rules to be alerted upon a sequence of events  
 that may indicate your business is at high risk.
•	 Compliance	does	not	always	assure	security.	Being	compliant	may	cover	you	in	case	of	a	security	breach.	Your	 
 objective is to avoid the next breach – so use the tools and compliance and work out best practices to make sure  
 that you are not only complaint – but secured.
•	 Rethink	perimeter	security.	Although	the	common	practice	is	to	select	best	of	breed	solution,	you	may	find	out	that	 
 you invest in point solutions and not in a holistic system.
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